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Question addressed: 1a) Multiscale, multiphysics, multifidelity modeling research.
Significant advances in coupling scales and physics have occurred during the past
several decades. What research gaps and/or clearly superior/unifying methods are
emerging from these diverse approaches?

Multiscale and multiphysics approaches that combine models at different spatial and temporal
scales are necessary to practically address many scientific and engineering challenges related to the
missions of the DOE Office of Science. In such approaches, the general strategy is to divide the
global computational domain into two types of regions: the core region described by a high fidelity
model, and the environment region described by a low fidelity model. The high fidelity model
is expensive to evaluate and can only be practically applied to relative small systems, while the
complexity of the low fidelity model scales favorably with respect to the system size.

From a mathematical perspective, multiphysics modeling presents major challenges:

• What is the relation between the formulation of the high fidelity model and the low fidelity
model? Can the low fidelity model be systematically derived from the high fidelity model
through some type of coarse graining process?

• The boundary between the core region and the environment region is usually a “murky” area
for all multiphysics models. Does the high / low fidelity model requires a boundary condition
to be defined? If so how to define the boundary condition? How to consistently transform
the information between different theories?

• Multiphysics models are often employed since there is no better alternatives. How to bench-
mark the result obtained from a multiphysics model? Can one at least systematically converge
a multiphysics model? If so what is the convergence rate?

If the list of questions above already represent a daunting task for multiphysics models in
classical physics, notably methods relating models at the molecular level (e.g. described by inter-
atomic potentials) and models at the continuum level (e.g. described by finite elements), then the
challenge reaches its new altitude when (at least) the high fidelity model is given by first principle
quantum mechanical models, such as the Kohn-Sham density functional theory (KSDFT). Quantum
mechanics provides an in principle exact description for a large variety of scientific computing
problems in physics, chemistry, materials science and biology. Due to the shear computational
complexity, for most systems it is prohibitively expensive to treat the entire system using a high
fidelity quantum mechanical model. Yet even macroscopic phenomena can be driven by processes
that occur at electronic and molecular length and time scales driven by quantum mechanics, and
multiphysics models become even more necessary in such context.

One fundamental challenge in quantum mechanics is that physical quantities such as the many
body electronic wavefunction is not defined on domains in R3, but on high dimensional spaces R3N

where N is the number of quantum particles. Some immediate consequences are:

• Coarse graining process of quantum mechanical models is difficult. It is not even clear which
quantities, such as electron density, density matrix, Green’s functions, or something else, are
more suitable to serve as coarse grained variables.

• Boundary conditions of quantum mechanical models are difficult to propose. It is nearly
impractical to formulate a proper boundary condition in high dimensional spaces.
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• Quantum mechanical models are difficult to evaluate and hence difficult to benchmark. Many
methods are not systematically improvable. Convergence rate for most existing multiphysics
methods is an open question.

If the challenge is so significant, why now is the right time for pursuing systematic mathematical
studies for multiphysics modeling related to quantum mechanics? In the past two decades, there
has been a variety of new multiscale and multiphysics methods developed by physicists, chemists
and materials scientists, concerning and combining quantum mechanical models treated at nearly
all levels. The importance of multiphysics modeling is also recognized by the recent Nobel Prize in
2013, dedicated to the development of the quantum mechanics / molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
method. Among such developments, some methods are arguably more systematically derived, and
the mathematical understanding following the list of questions at the beginning of this white paper
may become tangible in the near future. Furthermore, these multiphysics models are still under
intense developments, and ASCR scientists have the chance of revolutionizing how such multiphysics
simulation is done by proposing more systematic, accurate and efficient numerical methods.

Among these multiscale methods, Green’s function formalism has emerged to be one promising
candidate to systematically address many challenges:

• There has been significant recent developments, both in ASCR and in BES, of using Green’s
function formalism to solve quantum mechanical models from the level of mean-field theory
to the level of many body physics.

• Green’s functions can be formulated in almost all levels of quantum mechanical theories, and
hence is an attractive coarse grained variable that can be consistently shared among different
levels of theories.

• Green’s functions carry “enough” information of the entire quantum system. In some cases
such as KSDFT, one can overcome the difficulty of formulating the boundary condition using
Green’s function formalism. The boundary condition can be formulated in an in principle
exact manner by means of the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map formalism.

• The accuracy of Green’s function methods can be systematically assessed. The convergence
rate of Green’s function formalism could benefit from techniques already developed for elliptic
type operators in PDE theories.

This being said, the mathematical pursuit of Green’s function formalism for multiphysics model-
ing is still at its very infancy. Green’s function formalism is also only one of the many possibilities
for solving problems related to quantum mechanics. This is an important, exciting, and timely
subject for ASCR scientists to address in the era of quantum mechanics.
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